CHOOSING A MASS TRANSIT
LINE
Urban development shaped by a
public transport system
Summary of the results of the experts’ workshop
March 3 – 6, 2014 - Vientiane, Laos
Meetings of political officials and
technical experts of Vientiane
Capital and Sytral
Sytral and Vientiane Capital organized
a workshop of experts from March 3
to 6, 2014 in Vientiane (Laos), in
order to choose the location of the
first mass transit line and then
define a broader public transport
system to give structure to future
urban development.
A steering committee with
representatives of Vientiane Capital
and the Ministry of Public Works and
Transportation organized the event.
The technical aspects were prepared
by the teams of Sytral, with members
from the town planning agency,
Codatu, Keolis Lyon and ARTELIA Ville
& Transport.

Traffic congestion: a major challenge in the coming years
Traffic congestion will become a great
challenge for Vientiane. The development of public transport is one solution to remedy this problem, with a
special focus on the main urban
boulevards and the city center.

Working together on a concrete project for a mass transit line
Sytral and Vientiane Capital decided to
work together on creating a mass
transit line.
This line will be the first element of a
public transport system designed to
shape future urban development in
Vientiane.

Methodology of the experts’ workshop

In

preparation

for

the

workshop,

a

document was drawn up in French and Lao
entitled “Choosing the first mass transit line
of a public transport system. Priorities and
challenges

of

implementation.”

It

was

distributed

to

the

of

the

participants

A four-day workshop of experts in
Vientiane

Strong participation of French and
Laotian experts

During the plenary conference on
March 3rd, policy and technical heads
of the Ministry of Public Works and
Transportation and of Vientiane Capital
presented the major challenges for
town planning and mobility.

The four days of the workshop brought
together 50 to 80 people. More than 40
experts
and
technical
officers
participated in the working groups, with
representatives of the Ministry of
Public Works and Transportation
(Department of Architecture and Town
Planning, Department of Urban
Planning, Department of Public Works
and Transportation), of Vientiane
Capital (Department of Public Works
and Transportation, the Roads division,
Traffic division, Town planning, housing
and environment division), of the
Public
Transport
Institute,
of
Vientiane State Bus Company
Enterprise, of the districts of
Xaysettha,
Chantabouly
and
Sikkothabong, and associations of
independent transport businesses
(tuk-tuk).

workshop.

A participative working method
All of the participants had the
opportunity to express their views in
the working groups, with 15 to 20
people per group.

Official opening of the experts’ workshop, Monday, March 3, 2014

This method enabled the Laotian and
Lyon experts to share their expertise,
highlight the key challenges and
opportunities, as well as the feasibility
of a project for a mass transit line and
a public transport system.

Three specialized working groups
During two days of the workshop,
the working groups focused on three
key areas:



Links

between

the

development
of
transport
and
development (WG 1)

public
urban



Technical feasibility of the
project for a mass transit line
and its integration in the
existing city (WG 2).



Operating the future public
transport system (WG 3)

Lane Xang Avenue, seen from Patuxai. Visit by the Lyon experts.

Strong participation in the three working groups

Working Group 1— Links between
transport and town planning
WG 1 gathered over 15 participants. It
was presided by Mr. Khamtavy
Thaiphachan, Division Head of the
Department of Architecture and Town
Planning of the Ministry of Public
Works and Transportation, seconded
by Dr. Aphisayadeth Insinsiegmay,
Division Head of the Department of
Urban Planning of the Ministry of
Public Works and Transportation. From
the Town Planning Agency, Mr.
Patrice
Berger,
Director
of
International Activities and Mrs. Cécile
Féré, Head of the Vientiane-Sytral
cooperation project, coordinated the
work in this group.

Working Group 1, Tuesday, March 4, 2014

Working Group 2— Feasibility and
integration of the project in the
existing city
WG 2 had over 10 participants. It was
presided
by
Mr.
Viengsavath
Siphandone, Director General of the
Ministry
of
Public Works
and
Transportation, seconded by Mr.
Somnuk Mektakul, Head of the Traffic
Division of the Department of Public
Works and Transportation of Vientiane
Capital. Mr. Olivier Crouzier, transport
expert from CODATU, and Mr. David
Mequinion, Director of Infrastructure of
ARTELIA
Ville
&
Transport,
coordinated this group.
Working Group 3, Tuesday, March 4, 2014

Working Group 3— Operating the
future public transport system
WG 3 had more than 15 participants. It
was presided by Mr. Detsongkham
Thammavong, Director General of the
Department of Public Works and
Transportation of Vientiane Capital,
seconded
by
Mr.
Kamphoune
Themerath, Director General of
VSBCE. Mr. Julien Allaire, Delegate
General of CODATU, and Mr. Laurent
Senigout, Deputy Director General
and Head of Operations of Keolis
Lyon coordinated the work of this
group.
Summary reports from the working groups, Tuesday, March 4, 2014

Main recommendations of the experts for
coordinated development
Better organization of urban public
transport
Vientiane has many urban development projects, both in the city center
and in the outskirts (railway station,
Nong Pin, That Luang project...) and
more distant locations (KM 21, Thanalang Station...).

Slow-moving traffic, Lane Xang Avenue,
Vientiane

These projects and emerging districts
require two different approaches in
terms
of
organizing
public
transport, depending on their distance from the city center.



On the one hand, an urban
transport system served by
high-capacity bus, trolleybus,
tramway or metro lines
(covering areas 6 to 10 km from
the center)



On the other, an inter-urban
transport system (covering
areas 10 to 15 km or more from
the center).

Distance from the center of new urban development projects in Vientiane

Recommendation no. 1 — Reserve
tracts of land alongside the public
transport corridors
The main roads of Vientiane are wide.
Integrating dedicated lanes for public
transport should not require enlarging
the roads.
However, it is essential to reserve
tracts of land alongside these
corridors for future mass transit
lines in order to facilitate the
implementation of the projects.
These tracts should be 7 m wide for
dedicated
bus
lanes.
Without
dedicated lanes, the buses will become
stuck in traffic, especially in the city
center, and will therefore not attract
users.

Recommendation no. 2 — A
framework for urban development in
Vientiane
In growing cities with worsening traffic
conditions in the center and on major
roads, local decision-makers often
choose outlying areas for the
development of important functions
such
as
public
amenities,
administrative
offices
and
train
stations. The location of these projects
is often chosen according to land
availability, in a scattered manner.

This scattering of major projects results
in the lack of a framework for urban
development and difficulties in creating
attractive secondary urban centers. It
also
creates
problems
for
developing new facilities and
services, and especially transport.
To facilitate access and mobility
between the city center and the new
secondary sites, the new centers
should preferably be located within
5 to 7 km of the center in order to
ensure proper public transport
service and smooth road traffic.

Recommendation no. 3 — Link
public transport projects to urban
projects
Developing urban mass transit lines
must be coordinated with the
priorities for urban development.
The framework should also serve as
the backbone for future urban
developments. Key facilities and
services
(transport,
water
and
electricity supply) can therefore be
rationalized. This is all the more
important for Vientiane since it
currently has very low density.

Panels describing urban projects underway
in Vientiane

Congestion in
the city center

Scattering in the absence
of planning
Urban sprawl

Urban planning, creation
of strong secondary centers (concentration of jobs
and housing) along the
mass transit lines

Town planning priorities: the main stakes for the
future of Vientiane
Challenge no.1 — The choice of
location of the future rail station
The choice of a site for the new rail
station of the future line between
Kunming (China), Vientiane and
Thailand is highly strategic for
organizing the city’s urban and
economic development.

“Forty years ago, Lyon decided to position its
new train station just 2 km from the city’s
historic center. Today, there is a 97% occupancy rate for the 1 million sq. m of office
space developed near the station and demand remains high.”

Typically, the opening of a new train
station generates a great deal of
development which is very attractive
for residents, retailers and investors.
The site of the new station should be
as close as possible to Talat Sao to
facilitate connections between the
station and the center and to make it
accessible via efficient public transport.

Bernard Rivalta, President of Sytral, closing
speech, Thursday, March -6, 2014

The distance between the center
and the station should ideally be no
more than 5 km.
The proposed alignment of the new
railway in Vientiane runs along the
edge of the That Luang Boung project
currently under development and is
near the ITECC expo park. This
alignment would allow the new
station to be located only 4 km from
Talat Sao.

Such a location would give the
secondary center of ITECC and That
Luang Boung a prime role in the urban
area.
The road between Talat Sao and That
Luang Boung would also become more
important and attractive, allowing the
development of a mass transit line (the
width of the existing road can
accommodate such a line).

The “Part-Dieu 2030” plan, which calls for the
construction of new high-rise buildings, is a
major project for the Lyon metropolitan area
of the future.

Choice of location of Part-Dieu rail station in Lyon
Like all European metropolises, which favor train stations
in the city center, Lyon chose 40 years ago to build its
new high-speed train station only 2 km from the historic center. It gradually became the new business
district of the city.
Designed in 1983 to accommodate 35,000 passengers a
day, the station currently handles 100,000 passengers a
day.

Challenge no.2 — A green city, enhancing the
banks of the Mekong River
The sites along the Mekong should remain places for
tourism and leisure. They are not meant to be developed for business activities and high-rises.
The banks of the Mekong are a key feature for
making the city greener and improving the quality of
life in the city.
The river is an important feature where green corridors
should be developed (for recreation, water management, single-family homes) as part of a green belt that
will reinforce the natural space and quality of life in
Vientiane. The green corridors can be created in between urban corridors.
For example, the canal from Talat Sao to ITECC could
become a green corridor.

To facilitate bicycle traffic and offer tourists and the inhabitants of Vientiane a
space for leisure, green corridors could be created alongside the canals.

The new business district of Da Nang,
located 5 km from the city center
The new business district of Da Nang
(Vietnam) is located 5 km from the current
city center.

It will be served by the first Bus Rapid
Transit line running near the hyper-center,
on major roads

Results of the working groups and proposals
Five urban development corridors

These five corridors were selected by Working Groups 1, 2 and 3, based on a review
of the most important sites to be served,
on the main development zones of Vientiane for the future and the secondary centers.
The new urban development zones already
host key functions and facilities which are
new or have been relocated from the center.

Boosting the centrality of Talat Sao
and new projects

Five corridors
working groups

selected

by

the

Talat Sao, currently the site of the
main station (Central Bus Station) and
the largest market in Vientiane, has
been selected as the hyper-center of
today and the future. The site was
designated by the participants as the
place which could accommodate highrise buildings in Vientiane. That Luang
Boung and Nong Pin were mentioned
as two major urban development
projects, with significant investments,
especially from the private sector.

Five major corridors fanning out
from the center are to be served and
inter-connected by public transport:

The location of these projects
determines the main connecting
corridors between the hyper-center
of Talat Sao and the new urban
hubs.

4. That Luang Boung / ITECC Talat Sao

1. Airport / Sikhai district - Talat
Sao
2. Future Nong Ping center (then
extended to Dong Dok) - Talat
Sao
3. Dong Dok - Talat Sao via Lane
Xang Avenue (towards the new
airport)

5. Friendship Bridge - Talat Sao
These five corridors are suitable for
linking urban transport and urban
development.

Two corridors of key importance
The five corridors for Vientiane’s future urban development, fanning out from
the center

According to the Lyon experts, two
corridors
have
particular
importance for the future development
of Vientiane:
- The corridor linking Talat Sao to
Patuxai (Lane Xang Avenue), to the
convention center, then to Dong Dok
and the future airport;
- The corridor linking Talat Sao to
ITECC and That Luang Boung.

Consensus on the choice of the first mass transit line
Five corridors for the urban public
transport system
The five corridors for urban
development serve as a basis for
creating the main lines of an urban
public transport system. The proposal
is for five main transit lines,
including four cross-city lines and one
radial line.
- The blue line connecting the airport /
Sikhai district - Talat Sao -Chomany Dong Dok
- The green line connecting the
airport / Sikhai district via the center
(via Kounbouloum avenue), then Talat
Sao, Chomany and the densely
populated districts of That Luang.
- The red line connecting Dong Dok
and Nong Pin to ITECC and That
Luang Boung via Talat Sao.
The orange line connecting Talat
Sao to Friendship Bridge is the only
The five mass transit corridors located along the urban development
corridors of Vientiane

line which doesn’t cross the city.
Running nearly 20 km, this line is
beyond the scope of the current study.
It is the most heavily-travelled and
most profitable line of the existing
transport system.

Consensus on the choice of the
blue line for the first mass transit
service
The three working groups arrived at a
consensus on the priority for the new
mass transit service: the first line will
connect Sikhai / Wattay Airport to
Dong Dok, via Talat Sao, Patuxai and
Chomany.
This first line of the public transport
system
was
the
one
already
considered in the framework of the Bus
Rapid Transit project of the JICA.

Consensus on the alignment to be
confirmed by further studies
Initial consensus was reached on
the alignment of the blue line. After a
first analysis, the working group
participants indicated a preference for
an
alignment
passing
by
Souphanouvong Road, Setthathirath
(in one direction), Samsenthai (in the
other direction), Lane Xang Avenue
and Kaysone Road.
Further comparative studies will be
necessary to decide on the layout of
the mass transit line and the dedicated
bus lanes.

Two-phase implementation in conjunction with
projects underway
Rapid implementation of the project will be made possible by phasing, in conjunction with projects led by the JICA and the ADB.

COST OF THE PROJECT

PHASE 1

PHASE 2

Phase 1

The first phase of the project will consist of building the first mass transit
line, the blue line:

The second phase corresponds to the
electrification of the blue line and the
construction of other mass transit lines.
- This phase will require the acquisition of 18 electric trolleybuses.

Rolling stock: €2 – €2.5 million

- For the section running through the
city center and at Talat Sao, there will
be dedicated bus lanes, and in sections of Setthatirath, Samsenthai and
Lane Xang Avenue.

Phase 2

These lanes would also be used for
departures of the orange line buses to
Friendship Bridge.

Studies and engineering: €0.6 - €0.8
million

- Priority for buses at traffic signals
should facilitate bus operations.

Infrastructure investments: (4x2 km of
dedicated lanes): €1.3 million / km

- Plan for the acquisition of 15 new
buses and the construction of a new
depot.

Studies and engineering: €0.2 - €0.4
million
Infrastructure investments: (4x2 km of
dedicated lanes): €1.3 million / km
Depot: €0.6 - €0.9 million

Depot: €0.6 - €0.9 million
Rolling stock: €8 – 10 million

Synergy with projects led by the ADB and the JICA
The dedicated lanes for buses will be shared with the shuttles planned for by
the ADB. They will also facilitate operation of the existing bus network which
benefits from the JICA’s expertise.

- The green and red lines will be added
to the system.
- Dedicated lanes need to be built on
4 km to facilitate access to Talat
Sao.
Electrification fits with the policy to use
more of the nation’s natural resources
for the public transport system. It will
also help reduce pollution emissions
caused by public transport.
The buses acquired in Phase 1 will be
assigned to these new mass transit
lines. The acquisition of 18 new buses
(12 m) should also be planned, along
with the construction of a depot.

Supplementary measures

To ensure proper implementation and the success of the project in both phases, certain supplementary measures are required, involving various actors
from different fields (transportation, town planning, parking, police, etc.).

PROJECT CALENDAR
(excluding time required for political
decisions)
Phase 1
Feasibility studies: 6 months
Detailed design: 8 months
Consultation / contract: 4 months

Enforce restrictions on dedicated
public transport lanes
In the first phase, parking policy for the
city center must be defined in order to
regulate traffic and prevent illegal
parking, and to enforce restrictions
on usage of dedicated public
transport lanes.

Reorganize
system

Creating park-and-ride facilities at
the terminals of the mass transit
lines will facilitate the modal shift away
from cars and motorcycles (particularly
among students) in favor of public
transport.

The public transport system will eventually require modifications to ensure
that existing lines channel passengers
towards mass transit lines.

Restrict traffic in the historic center
to improve its attractiveness
To improve the attraction for tourists in
the historic center of Vientiane, the
transformation of certain roads into
pedestrian streets, as planned in the
ADB project, could contribute to improving the quality of life.

Phase 2
Electrification works: 2 years

This measure requires defining a traffic plan which should restrict automobile traffic crossing through the
city center to reach other districts.
In the short term, signposting of itineraries will help redirect vehicle traffic
away from the roads of the historic
center.

Working Group 3, Tuesday, March 4, 2014

the

public

transport

The opening of the first mass transit
line will provide the opportunity to introduce new pricing and coordinate
services with the associations of tuktuk drivers and sengthéo.

It will also seek to develop the usage
of natural resources available in Laos,
in particular electricity to power the
first line.
A project coordination team within
the local authority
A coordination team must be appointed to supervise all of these actions.
The team must ensure that the land
tracts are reserved for the other corridors of the system called for in Phase
2; it must select a location for the new
depot and monitor the impact of the
first phase on traffic.
The work of this team could constitute the basis for a future Public
Transport Authority..

A traffic control center should eventually be created.

According to the Lyon experts, this phasing of the project will allow the completion of the
first mass transit line, to be followed by two other lines, in a way that gradually builds
up a public transport system which will give structure to future urban development.
The system will be composed of major cross-city lines with dedicated bus lanes in
the city center. It will thus combine quality service for users and economic efficiency for
the operating company.
The first phase can be completed quickly but it is also important for the long-term
organization of Vientiane’s development. The project covers all modes of transport and
aims for compatibility with projects developed by the Laotian authorities, in partnership with the Asian Development Bank (ADB) and the JICA.

The key political messages
The experts’ workshop: “a seed for
the future”
At the opening conference, H.E. Mr.
Soukanh Mahalat, Governor of Vientiane Capital, reminded the participants of the high expectations of Vientiane Capital for this workshop. The
results would be “a seed for the future”
enabling Vientiane Capital to prepare a
dossier and apply for funding to implement the project.

“An efficient transport system, consistent with a modern urban development plan”
Official closing of the experts’ workshop,
Thursday March 6, 2014

H.E. Mr. Sommad Pholsena, Minister
of Public Works and Transportation
emphasized that the development of
public transport is the answer to several challenges.
It must help reduce costs, because
local inhabitants currently devote 25%
of their income to transport. It must
help reduce traffic congestion, pollution
from automobiles and traffic accidents.

Plenary session, presentation of the results of
the experts’ workshop, Thursday March 6,
2014

To resolve these issues, an efficient
transport system is needed, in coherence with a modern urban development plan.
During his visits to Lyon, Mr. Sommad
Pholsena also saw for himself, after
speaking with some passengers in the
metro, that they were satisfied with
their transport system.

Public transportation: “the
choice for our societies”

H.E. Mr. Yves Carmona, Ambassador of
France in PDR Laos, reminded the participants of the links between the French and
Lao peoples, and the visit of the President
of Laos to Lyon in October 2013. In
France, cities benefit from public transport
systems financed by the local authorities,
users and companies.

societies and future for our children. It
is also the right choice for intelligent
urban development, by building up the
city near major public transport lines,
which facilitates morning and evening
travel for working people.
Choosing to promote public transportation requires taking road space away
from cars, and reserving it for buses.

“Implementing reforms in several
areas”
The development of public transportation requires strong political commitment and changes in legislation,
with reforms in several areas, especially to ensure the financing and
management of the system. The law
calls for the authorities in charge of
transport to establish a Transport Master Plan which should determine the
priorities for urban development set
out in the Urban Master Plan, and both
plans need to be considered together.
The location of the new station will
also be a crucial factor for Vientiane’s
future development.
The President of Sytral has high
hopes for Vientiane. He is convinced of
the quality and the pertinence of the
project and will gladly assist the partners for conducting more detailed studies and for submitting requests for
support from funding organizations.

right

Mr. Bernard Rivalta, President of
Sytral, said that public transportation
is a factor contributing to social cohesion and the economic development of
a metropolitan area – a fact which is
recognized by the business community.
It also contributes to protecting the
environment.
Choosing to invest in public transport
does not bring immediate political benefit but it is the right choice for our

In order to continue the studies
and to start seeking financing to
implement the project for the first
mass transit line, the Laotian authorities need to express their desire to continue their collaboration
with Sytral and their commitment
to the project.

